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Communication

Resolve the query, close the ticket on freshdesk

Resolution

Before jumping to the resolution, reconfirm critical details

and create a freshdesk ticket for the same

Re -confirm  the  issue  &  Freshdesk

Ticket

Make sure the correct PC gets the chat in their assigned

inbox

Assignment  &  Track  your  assigned

Greet the customer, acknowledge the issue.

Greet  and  Acknowledge  (FRT)

FRESCHAT : 
SOP

Communicate the resolution or the next update time to the

partner. DO NOT KEEP THE PARTNER HANGING > 10 mins



FRESCHAT : 
IntelliAssign

Primary PC

Secondary PC

Morning PC

Auditor

TL

DALLAS Group:

 

online PCs in the

group

PC assigned to :

Shift changes

Not my Hub

Aiddgned to me but not my property

Week OFF

HUB assignment changed

SCENARIOS TO UNDERSTAND
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Resolution

Loop TL or heads in case there is no acknowledgement on

the issue for more than 1 hour

Follow -up  on  WhatsApp

GMAIL Taks demo

Use  Tasks  to  monitor  ticket  resolution

&  follow -up

Update the ticket / forward to the relevant stakeholder as

soon as you created a ticket - FOLLOW THE MAILING SOP

Update  the  ticket/  forward

Directly land on the ticket

Open  your  ticket  from  the  right  side  window  on  freshchat

FRESDESK : 
SOP

Please ensure the ticket on freshdesk is closed with proper

comments - communicate the same to the Partner



FRESCHAT :
POINTS TO
REMEMBER

3. CSAT

Only Partners responding

"Yes" to "Was this query

resolved?" et to rate the

resolution.

2. FRESHDESK TICKETS

Creating ticket is the most

important step at the start of

the conversation

LABELS1.

Every conversation should

have a label while marking it

resolve

4.RESOLUTION

Resolve the chat only

after resolving every

query listed

Resolve every query via

freshdesk



FRESDESK :
POINTS TO
REMEMBER

3. TAT

Freshdesk TAT and

Adherence is of prime

Import

2. FORWARDS

Following the MAIL SOP

CREATION1.

Creation at the start of the

Chat after gauging the

exact issue

4.CLOSURE

Re-check category and

important updates while

closing

Re-check the chat while

closing


